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The Netherlands

During CES 2020 we are proud to present the pioneers of the Dutch Startup 
Ecosystems. These startups and game-changers challenge you to embrace the 
future.
 
In the Netherlands, we believe in creating positive impact on an economic, social 
and environmental level. The Netherlands has one of the most open economies in the 
world and ranks among the best countries for technology and innovation. A variety of 
factors form the basis for the favourable business climate in the Netherlands: open 
and international outlook, strategic location in Europe, a well-educated, multilingual 
and flexible workforce, and the high level of labour productivity.

The Dutch startup sector is thriving and adding more jobs to the Dutch economy than 
any other individual sector in the Netherlands. A well connected ecosystem has made 
it possible for various unicorns to thrive both in the Netherlands and internationally. 
Companies such as WeTransfer, Adyen, Booking.com, Mendix and Takeaway.com are 
products of a conducive digital climate and entrepreneurial mindset.

About NL
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Future-proof 
the world with us
Meet the disrupters and stars of societal change. During CES we’re 
presenting the pioneers of the Dutch Startup Ecosystem. The startups  
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Scan the QR code to learn more about the 
Dutch game-changers at CES 2020.
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startups & scaleups
7500+

consumers within 500 kms
170 million

90+
accelerators & incubators

400+
venture capitalist investors

Rotterdam, Delft,  
The Hague, Leiden 

Life Science,  
Cyber Security,

Telecom

Arnhem, Nijmegen,
Wageningen 

Health Valley,
Food Valley NL

Eindhoven 

High Tech Campus Eindhoven,
Open innovation Led by Phillips 

and ASML, Hardware/
Electronics Manufacturing 

heart, Highest # of patents per 
Capita in the World,

Life Sciences, Automotive

Chemelot, 
Maastricht 

Chemical Campus,
Open innovation led  
by DSM and others,

Chemicals, Materials,  
Life Sciences

Twente 

Nanotech (MESA+)
Hardware Manufacturing

Mathematics (CTIT)
Computer Science

Engineering

Amsterdam, 
Utrecht 

Creative HUB,  
Advertising Software,
Multimedia, Gaming,

Fashion (European HQ),
Life Science, Finance

Groningen  

Healthy Aging, Lifelines, 
 Data Centers

1

23

4 5

6

7

1 3 4 5 6 72

No. 1
Most connected 

economy in the world

(Global Connectedness 

Index, 2018)

13 Universities 
in top 200

(Times Higher Education, 2019)

No. 4
Most innovative 

economy in the world 

(Global Innovation 

Index, 2019)

#1
Developer Capital 

in Europe 

(Atomico, 2019)

No. 4
Best country for business 

(Forbes, 2019)

Top 10
World Talent Ranking

(IMD, 2019) 

Interested in the Netherlands? Start here! www.nl-entry.nl

Getting real about our
booming startup ecosystem
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1. The Future  
of Education  
and  
Enterprise

To keep the Netherlands 
future-proof we’re creating the 
workforce of tomorrow. From 
teaching children to code, 
AI algorithms, productivity 
platforms and security; today’s 
innovations shape future 
generations of leaders and 
entrepreneurs. 
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Odd.Bot
www.odd.bot

Next-generation AI-enabled outdoor robotics 
company that offers arable farmers a 
sustainable alternative to potentially harmful 
chemicals. Let’s round-up, it’s time to disrupt 
this market!

The multidisciplinary team consists of 
agronomists, serial tech & social impact 
entrepreneurs, mechanical- & mechatronics 
engineers and AI specialists. Team Odd.Bot is 
award-winning and dedicated to its mission: 
making sustainable agriculture more appealing 
than conventional methods. 

How? Detect, Check, Act
What? Clearing unwanted items from the 
environment

Odd.Bot applies and combines breakthrough 
technologies like remote sensing, image 
recognition, powerful edge computing, and its 
own state-of-the-art machine- & reinforced 
learning models. Its Weed Whacker robot 
properly detects and distinguishes weeds 
from crops in order to remove the weeds 
mechanically. This ground-breaking robotized 
solution has a direct impact on the business of 
organic farmers since they need less manual 
labourers. The Weed Whacker is designed to 
assist and empower all farmers worldwide that 
want to move towards more sustainable land 
use.

What makes Odd.Bot unique is its robust and 
instant up-to-date outdoor image recognition 
algorithm, that brings precision agriculture 
to the next level. From precision to exact and 
plant-specific so its solution can even be used 
with the kind of seeds used for sowing.

Odd.Bot is offering its robots as a service 
(RaaS), as an employment agency for robots. 
It has signed an exclusive partnership with 
Andela, Holland’s No.1 agricultural machine-
building company for organic farmers. Other 
partners include Microsoft, Wageningen 
University, TU Delft Robotics Institute, 
RoboValley and Horizon, Flevoland’s regional 
development agency.

The start-up received 400,000 EUR non-
dilutive financing, an ‘AI for Earth’ grant 
from Microsoft and an audience award from 
the European Institute of Innovation and 
Technology. Its key objectives for attending 
the CES are to put the startup and robotic 
solutions in the spotlights and gain vital 
feedback from international investors, 
corporates looking for partnerships and 
potential customers.
 
PS: Did you know that in many countries 
chemical herbicides with glyphosate are, 
or are about to be banned soon? Join Odd.
Bot’s mission towards a more sustainable 
agriculture!

SenseGlove
www.senseglove.com

SenseGlove gives you intuitive interactions in VR, with 
your hands as you are used to, through haptic and force 
feedback glove
SenseGlove allows intuitive interactions with virtual 
objects, with your own hands! This is facilitated by our 
haptic and force feedback glove, which simulates the 
feeling of virtual objects as if they are really in your hand 
while you are in a virtual reality environment.
 
We are a Dutch tech startup and exist now for 4 years. At 
the CES in 2018 we launched our first product which is 
now being used by Volkswagen, Scania, Airbus, University 
of Cambridge, Fraunhofer Institute, and many more. The 
SenseGlove makes Virtual Reality more intuitive and 
more immersive. Currently, its many applications are, VR 
training, digital design evaluation, rehabilitation, tele-
robotics, and more.
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BrainCreators
www.braincreators.com

Love your data! Treat it with BrainMatter. Prepare for 
successful machine learning cases at scale
BrainCreators believes that machine learning will benefit 
humanity in almost every aspect of life. Our mission 
is to enable every business, government, NGO, and 
entrepreneur to utilize machine learning technology.

Our BrainMatter product focuses on the critical 
success factor for any ml solution: data quality. Using 
BrainMatter, domain experts can quickly assess data 
sets, provide structure and discover bias without the 
need for a data
scientist. Once a quality data set has been prepared, 
training a machine learning model becomes a 
straightforward exercise within BrainMatter, or on a 
platform of choice.

At CES we want to help visitors to see through the 
diminishing hype around AI and create real value with 
machine learning to improve the lives of their workforce, 
their clients and humanity in general.

LoCoMoGo
www.locomogo.com

Learn code through play 
We believe that every child should have the opportunity to 
learn coding, but above all, that a child should have fun.
That is why we design products that teach children coding 
through play. Our very first product is the LoCoMoGo 
Toy Train, which teaches kids aged 4-12 how to code in a 
playful manner. Starting with the basic code logic when 
kids are 4 years old, all the way up to mastering textual 
programming when they are 10-12 years old.

Why learning code through play matters
As our world rapidly digitalizes, the skill of coding has 
become increasingly important. Unfortunately, there 
aren’t enough teachers with the knowledge to teach 
children the skills of coding. Educational Technology 
(EdTech) toys have the potential to be a great way to teach 
children coding skills. However, these toys tend to focus 
entirely on learning how to code first, leaving the fun out. 
Children want to play. Children want to learn for the future. 
Children want LoCoMoGo. 

We raised funding at the beginning of this year, fully 
developed the prototype and are now finalizing it for mass 
production. We are building up steam but aren’t there 
yet. To truly get this train going, we are launching on 
Kickstarter on the 28th of January 2020. 
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DialogueTrainer
www.dialoguetrainer.com

Online simulation platform for interpersonal 
communication training
How do you train large groups of professionals in effective 
communication? How do you challenge your personnel 
and direct their learning process, to both increase their 
effectiveness and retain them for your company? And as 
an individual professional, where do you gain experience 
with new approaches to conversations, when day-to-day 
business demands continuous performance?

DialogueTrainer provides a platform for online 
communication training through virtual simulation. Our 
platform allows professionals to experiment with new 
approaches to conversations in a safe environment, to 
gain experience and increase self-confidence in situations 
that matter to organizations. As the simulation is digital, 
practice is possible anywhere and anytime. Scores and 
feedback provide insights in performance on learning 
objectives of individuals and teams. This adds to individual 
performance and job satisfaction, which for most 
professionals depends to a large extent on interpersonal 
communication.

Learned.io
www.learned.io

Social network for personal development
Learned started in 2018 to solve an issue 
that we experienced as young professionals 
ourselves. As two-thirds of all young 
professionals we did not know which skills 
were required to be successful in our current 
and future jobs. At the same time our 
employers struggled to support us with only 
old fashioned performance management 
processes in place. Taking up a lot of time, 
causing frustration and even unnecessary 
employee churn. 

However, the fact that so many of us 
experience this issue and so many employers 
struggle to support their workforce does make 
sense. The world around us is changing. As we 
are living in the Digital Age new technologies 
are created on a daily basis. New technologies 
require new skills, specifically digital skills. 

Despite the fact that there are over 200 
‘Learning technology’ vendors out there, they 
did not provide the solution we were looking 
for. Even though there are great tools for 
feedback and goal setting, we experienced 
that they did not help professionals to 
understand which skills are relevant for certain 
jobs and to inspire them how to develop these 
skills. 

That is why we have come up with a new type 
of solution. We have built an AI powered 
platform for career development, that acts as 
personal career navigator for professionals 
throughout their career.

We enable professionals to create a free 
lifelong skill passport to discover relevant 
skills for any job they find interesting and 
inspire them with skills that are being 
developed by their friends and colleagues.

At the same time we provide HR employees 
and managers with tools to solve internal 
career mobility by matching employee skill 
profiles with internal career opportunities. 
Moreover, providing employees with the tools 
to close the gap by modernising performance 
management. Not only by reducing the 
time spent by managers by 40% but also 
by improving employee engagement and 
productivity. In the end stimulating employees 
to advance their careers at their current place 
of employment.
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Scitodate 
www.scitodate.com

Scitodate is an AI start-up based in Amsterdam. We 
empower Biotech and Nanotech enterprises struggling 
to scale-up the sales and marketing of their expensive 
and highly-specialized products. We accomplish this by 
helping them to go data-driven. Our platform enables our 
users to analyse scientific publications on a global scale, 
to precisely know what every scientist is working on and 
what their needs are. 

After less than a year in the market, we have signed 18 
international high-tech enterprises, including all of key the 
market leaders, 5 of which have a revenue of over 1 billion.

Morphotonics
www.morphotonics.com

From Nano to Mega! 
Morphotonics develops and sells unique 
roll-to-plate (R2P) production technology for 
imprinting nano- or microstructures on large 
area substrates. This Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) imprint equipment and 
consumables enable mass production of 
nano- or micropatterns at low cost and high 
optical precision. Morphotonics serves the 
market introduction of new consumer products 
in the display, automotive, lighting and solar 
industries. 

In displays, Morphotonics enables its 
customers to mass produce features like 
haptics (touch), 3D imaging, augmented reality 
and holographic imaging, which are all at 
the current epicenter of innovation. In solar, 
the energy yield is drastically improved by 
light trapping. Morphotonics R2P production 
technology has been adopted by leading 
customers in Europe, United States and Asia. 
  
Morphotonics’ founders have a track record 
in nano technology and worked at the Royal 
Philips Optical Media & Technology team, 
which helped invent CD, DVD and Blu-ray discs 
as well as the means to manufacture them. 
Co-founder Onno Lint: “We are definitely 
indebted to the technology with which 
Philips produced CDs and DVDs at the time: 
applying a nanostructure to the discs in a 
mass production environment.” Although the 
production technology can be traced back to 
the CD, it has been developed much further, 
both at the nano level and in terms of scale. 

Morphotonics commercially sold its milestone 
R2P nano imprinting production line to a Silicon 
Valley customer with production facilities in 
Asia. This equipment is used commercially to 
24/7 produce photonic display components for 
smartphones. 
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Dimenco 
www.dimenco.eu

Simulated Reality - Interacting with 3D objects in a 
virtual environment, without the need of any headwear 
or wearables.
With origins in Royal Philips Electronics, Dimenco is active 
in the spatial visualisation market. Our mission is to push 
the boundaries to achieve the dream of Simulated Reality 
– one of the world’s biggest developments in 3D.

Simulated Reality is a new form of spatial computing 
that combines light field computer vision and integrated 
sensors, to seamlessly interact with realistic 3D objects 
in a virtual environment. Our display technology lets 
people reach out and interact with objects on the screen 
as if they were real, merging reality without any headsets, 
controllers or complicated equipment. There’s absolutely 
no learning curve you can simply walk up to the screen 
and start interacting naturally. Our open approach to the 
possibilities of spatial computing results in totally new 
ways of interacting with your display that exceeds the 
expectations of the industry

Pandora Intelligence 
www.pandoraintelligence.com

Discovering the narrative in crime related data 
Pandora Intelligence is an independent intelligence 
company specialized in security risks. The company 
adopts a (patented) scenario-based approach by 
which narratives are discovered in data. The Pandora 
Intelligence scenario model is able to combine knowledge 
from the past, with real-time data and streaming 
information about present situations. Moreover, data 
science tools are added to turn the combined data into 
actionable intelligence for future situations.

Pandora Intelligence helps international Law Enforcement 
Agencies, (Non) Governmental Organisations and 
(commercial) companies to mitigate risks and enhance 
opportunities.
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30% of the multi-billion dollar Business 
Travel Industry is related to meetings. Many 
businesses have a platform in place to book 
hotels, flights and train tickets. Meetingselect 
is the global online meeting booking platform. 
Simply book, manage and track all meeting 
bookings anywhere in the world. Our mission is 
to deliver the best meeting booking experience 
for all-sized meeting and group bookings for 
businesses and its employees. A complete 
meeting management solution from global 
search, instant booking, centralized payment 
solutions up to smart reporting. 

At Meetingselect we understand that each 
booker has a unique set of needs per meeting 
booking. With Meetingselect, meeting planners 
gain access to our expanding network and 
have access to endless opportunities to find 
the most ideal meeting space or conference 
hotel at any time, internal or external. 
Meetingselect connects planners with more 
than 500,000 meeting & event spaces all 
over the world. From internal co-workings 
spaces, boutique hotels, galleries, special 
event venues up to international hotels chains 
worldwide. 

Via one click planners book instantly the 
meeting space or conference hotel of choice 
all over the word. Easily comparing rates 
and proposals, getting insight in preferred 
meeting venues and hotels, chatting with 
meeting venues and experiencing a seamless 
payment solution and/or approval flow. Thus, 
saving a lot of time booking venues and most 
of all reducing costs and gaining efficiency 

while enjoying an award-winning booking 
experience.

Finally, with the personalized corporate 
meeting booking tool Enterprises
• have complete visibility into their meetings 

spend
• can easily manage a meetings management 

policy
• increase savings via exclusive negotiated 

rates
• steer volume to preferred hotel chains and 

meeting venues
• have 24/7 real-time access to reports with 

smart data
• reduce risks by avoiding signing contracts 

with complex cancellation conditions
• have 24/7 real-time access to Duty of Care 

dashboard 
• get efficiency via our integrated payment 

solutions (e.g. AirPlus, AMEX) and approval 
systems (e.g. SAP, Oracle)

At the CES Meetingselect enters the US market 
and launches their global meeting booking 
platform with new tech developments!
• Instant Meeting Booking Solution with real-

time and dynamic rates
• Featuring  API’s and booking widgets for 

hotel chains and meeting venues to convert 
leads into instant revenue

• Internal co-working spaces booking module 
for peer-to-peer sessions, work spaces and 
internal meeting bookings

Meetingselect is Women Owned. Founded 
by the Dutch entrepreneurs Anouk Roohé 
and Judith Huisman. With a wide range of 
experience in the hospitality & meetings 
industry, they are transforming the traditional 
hotel industry by automating the meeting 
booking process for all stakeholders. 
Both founders have spoken globally about 
both entrepreneurship and meetings & 
event technology, and received numerous 
distinctions such as TheNextWomen100, 
Deloitte Technology Fast50, FT1000 Europe’s 
fastest growing companies and EY Emerging 
Entrepreneur of the Year.

Meetingselect
www.meetingselect.com

Centralize your customer care channels and automate 
FAQ with a Chatbot. Build your code-free Chatbot with 
Watermelon!
Watermelon offers companies an online Chatbot 
Management Platform that centralizes all digital contact 
points and automates frequently asked questions with a 
Chatbot. One of the unique selling points of Watermelon is 
that you can easily create your own Chatbot code free and 
hassle-free.

With our Chatbot Management Platform we give 
companies the opportunity to get in touch with their 
customers 24/7 on their website(s), on social media 
channels like Facebook and Twitter, and through 
messaging apps like iMessage, Viber, WhatsApp and 
Telegram.

Watermelon was founded in Utrecht (September 2016) 
by Alexander Wijninga and Charl Haas to make customer 
service better, faster and more fun, for both the customer 
service employee and the customer. Watermelon currently 
helps over 100 companies in more than 5 countries to 
improve and innovate their customer service and/or 
commercial processes. Our ambition is to assist customer 
service teams worldwide by providing the best and most 
efficient service experience.

Watermelon
www.watermelon.co
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Bits of StockTM: A consumer rewards platform that 
drives brand loyalty through fractional ownership of 
stock. 
Bits of StockTM empowers millennials, the least-invested 
generation in history, to focus on and invest in their future 
well being.  

Bits has rethought how the modern-day consumer should 
be rewarded for their loyalty. Miles and points are dated, 
intangible and hard to value, so we created a new, global 
currency for rewards--fractional shares of stock. 

During our time at CES, we’re looking to meet and begin 
conversations with brand partners. In addition, we’d like 
to speak with banks and card issuers about how we can 
bring additional value to their offerings. And, in the end, 
we’re hoping to leave Las Vegas with increased awareness 
around our mission and exponentially more active users.

Bits of Stock 
www.bitsofstock.com

Revealing the value of knowledge capital
Knowtice has developed the Knowledge 
Scorecard: an online automated solution 
for mapping and maintaining a company’s 
knowledge capital to support better decision-
making and investments. 
We live in a knowledge-driven economy. 

Despite the fact that we all agree on the great 
value of knowledge, we usually focus purely on 
financial figures to determine the performance 
and value of an organization. The underlying 
knowledge assets of organizations remain 
a black box. These blind spots affect both 
management of a company and investors.

• Managers respond too late to market 
developments and changes in the 
organization.

• Investors invest unknowingly in companies 
with high knowledge risks.

The Knowledge Scorecard is the first 
automated, self-service and user-friendly 
solution for (e)valuating knowledge capital 
of organizations. It gives insight in what the 
company’s knowledge capital consists of and 
its vitality, for example: 
• what knowledge is crucial within a company, 

a department or product groups
• the uniqueness of the company’s knowledge
• the degree of accessibility and possible 

ways of transferring knowledge.

The Knowledge Scorecard contains an online 
accessible survey tool that can be used and 
easily adjusted to needs of the company, either 
by the management of the company itself or 
with the guidance of Knowtice. The Knowlegde 
Scorecard uses machine learning techniques 
to ask only relevant questions enabling it to 
analyse all the data inside the Knowledge 
scorecard database structure. The same 

techniques are used to present the results in 
(customized) easy to interpret dashboards. 
Through the analyses, performance indicators 
for future potential and risk assessments 
become available allowing companies perform 
year-to-year comparisons and benchmarking. 
Not only does it give insight it also provides 
suggestions for improvement and follow-up. 
The Knowledge Scorecard is developed to be 
less time consuming as individual interviews 
consist only of a maximum of 15 questions 
per use. A company can use and adjust the 
questionnaire as often as they need. 

The tool is especially valued by knowledge 
based companies and investors, for the latter 
as part of their due diligence. For internal use, 
the knowledge scorecard offers a clear view on 
the companies knowledge vitality and which 
actions can be taken to maintain and increase 
it. Towards external stakeholders, for example 
investors, the Knowledge Scorecard gives 
companies the opportunity to report on their 
knowledge as a valuable asset. Additionally, 
management consulting firms can use the 
Knowledge Scorecard towards their clients, 
which gives these firms a new, added value 
approach and a competitive advantage over 
their competitors.  

Knowtice
www.knowtice.eu
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2. The Future  
of Consumer 
Tech and  
Smart Home

The Netherlands is the 
birthplace of tech giants such 
as Philips, TomTom and NXP 
semiconductors. Discover 
leading Dutch startups in 
emerging fields of AR, VR and 
Artificial Intelligence and meet 
the next generation of game-
changers. 
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PYOUR Audio
www.pyour-audio.com

The Smart Audio features your customers 
need, when they need them
PYOUR Audio is the world’s first Smart Audio 
Platform for Corporate Retail. Together with 
our retail partners, we help consumers to get 
the channel defined Smart Audio features and 
services they need, when they need them. 
The platform, introducing Audio-as-a-Service 
(AaaS), The market for audio software features 
is growing at a fast pace and creates many 
possibilities for audio products. Adding all 
those features to a product creates design 
challenges, especially for those that need to 
be embedded (software that runs on the audio 
device). Plus, marketing communication to the 
customer can be complicated. At the same 
time, channels in retail, mobile telecoms and 
media are looking for ways to differentiate 
and try to increase their revenue by offering 
customized products and services. However, 
the consumer audio market is a typical mass 
market and does not offer these channels 
many ways to differentiate.

Introducing PYOUR Audio, the solution for 
large Audio brands and private label OEM’s to 
work more aligned with strategic customers 

and to support them to run PYOUR Audio 
platform as their own smart audio platform. 
Such platform can create/support the 
necessary layer of differentiation for the retail 
channel, and because it uses a standardized 
infrastructure, it is able to support the 
products from the strategic supplier/partner. 
This allows the manufacturer to maintain 
all the benefits of being in a mass market 
and at the same time it avoids significant 
development, production and logistical 
complexities. For channels, this totally 
changes the game to how audio products 
are sold, creates a clear differentiator and 
strengthens the competitive position, all while 
opening new target markets, revenue models 
and types of partnership.

The PYOUR Audio platform of Absolute Audio 
Labs is at present the only smart audio 
platform that can support retail channels 
this way. The platform can support both 3rd 
party and in-house developed applications. 
Examples are Own-Voice-Pickup (in 
collaboration with Sonion A/S), our proprietary 
advanced Noise Suppression, Safe Listening 
applications Qualcomm HD Audio, 3D-Audio 
from Dirac and other Audio enhancements, 
Voice Assistant support (initially Google, 
Alexa, but more will follow), Basic and 
Advanced Personalization and Hearing 
tune-up.

pricing model, at limited initial Startup cost 
(Investments) and with low project complexity.

1) Easy to setup, configure and use (Self 
installation targeted for mass-market 
deployment: no hub or gateway required)

2) Intuitive set of customer branded UI’s for all 
common devices (phone, tablet, PC, TV)

3) Competitively priced starter packs with a 
rich and compelling set of Smart Home devices 
for various use cases (no hub required)

4) Worry-free for Service Providers and their 
customers:
a. full life cycle management of an ever 
expanding ecosystem of pre-certified devices;
b. security and privacy built in by design

5) Limited start-up cost, short time to market 
and attractive and fair pay as you grow pricing 
model market our solution to a broader/global 
audience.

Consolomio®: our fully managed, cloud 
based, white label Smart Home as a Service 
solution for Service Providers globally
Consolomio® is a fully managed, white label, 
cloud-based, Smart Home as a Service 
solution that does not require a dedicated 
gateway or hub. Pre-integrated Wi-Fi-devices 
can connect directly with the Consolomio® 
cloud platform which significantly simplifies 
the setup. Also devices which allow cloud-to-
cloud communication (e.g. Philips hue, SONOS 
or Alexa) can easily be integrated without the 
need for a dedicated hub. The cloud platform 
is highly intelligent, secure, extensible and 
scalable for a variety of smart home services 
and is aimed for mass-market deployment by 
Service Providers globally and therefore comes 
with a full backend interface to link with their 
OSS/BSS Systems for provisioning, Customer 
care and Billing. 

Consolomio® captures, stores, processes, 
translates and – where applicable – streams 
smart home device data rapidly, intelligently 
and securely to authenticated end-user 
devices whether in- or outside your home. 
Being fully cloud-based, service roll out is 
possible in no time and with an attractive pay 
as you grow (monthly subscription based) 

i4Things
www.i4things.eu
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Protect your identity with your own Personal Private 
Vault!
People need to share data in order to interact with 
organisations on a regular basis. 
One problem is that data of individuals, is often used for 
other purposes than the data was shared for. Another 
problem is data that is often required only once for 
identification purposes, gets stored on legacy systems 
with the risk of being leaked. 

We have built Didux on top of Smilo’s Blockchain protocol 
with private smart contracts, a solution where a person 
can own, control, share and revoke his or her’s personal 
data. 

We provide individual users with total control of their data 
in a secure, GDPR compliant way and we offer companies 
a solution to verify the identity of their customers.

Didux.io
www.didux.io

Warm and healthy food anywhere, anytime.
When it comes to eating warm and healthy food outside of 
home, we generally run into one of three problems: 
• The absence of microwaves when needing them the 

most;
• Unhealthy alternatives (takeout food) while being on 

the go;   
• Expensive alternatives when consuming on a daily 

basis.

These problems motivated us to come up with a solution: 
Heatbox.

The Self-Heating Lunchbox is a new and innovative device 
that enables its user to enjoy a warm and healthy meal 
regardless of his/her location or time. Heatbox steams 
food, which is not only healthier than microwaved food, 
but also tastes much better. With a single press on 
the button or app, you can enjoy a warm meal within 8 
minutes, anywhere, anytime.

Heatbox uses autonomous heating, meaning it is 
rechargeable and can be used up to three times on a 
single charge. It is app-connected and controllable, 
allowing users to follow and track meals, but also connect 
with the Heatbox to control settings and steaming 
programs. Heatbox is leakproof and easy to carry due to 
its shape and materials. 

Another important element of Heatbox is sustainability, 
as we highly promote the use of leftover food rather 
than throwing it away and want to reduce plastic waste 
(sporks, plastic bags)!

Heatbox
www.myheatbox.com
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Use our 3D scan solution to create all you media assets. 
You’ll save money and innovate at the same time!
E-commerce is growing with half a billion in revenue each 
year and is highly competitive. We can help innovate the 
way products are shown by creating high resolution 3D 
models of your product line. 

Our Digital twins can be used as holograms and 
AR-solutions, but also for product pictures and 
animations, making our 3D content all you need for all your 
media assets. 

Our unique 3D scan solution can 3D scan on location, at 
scale (50.000+ items/year/scanner) and all you pay for is 
the price per scan!

Th3rd
www.th3rd.nl

In art we trust
For artists and art collectors, we created an online 
platform to convert the ownership of art into digital 
certificates. Via these certificates of ownership, or 
tokens, we introduce a totally new way to collect, trade, 
and expose art. 

Artists benefit from an increasing potential of collectors. 
Also, from all future trades, artists get royalties 
automatically. Collectors benefit from a fluid art market 
where they can buy and sell art at low transaction fees 
because there is no need for intermediaries. 

By using blockchain technology, we make collecting and 
trading art secure, transparent, and inclusive.  

Fluidensity
www.fluidensity.art
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Facecode is a Nextgen Health/Medtech Solution 
using Facial Recognition & Ai for the treatment of skin 
diseases. 
This smart facial treatment system is a nextGen 
healthtech/medtech solution for a wide range of facial 
skin diseases and disorders affecting millions of people.. 
It uses advanced facial recognition & AI technologies 
replacing current treatment methods such as creams and 
LED masks. It is a true precision healthcare solution which 
analyses and treats with pinpoint precision the needed 
facial skin treatment.

Facecode
www.facecode.tech

Keep the air quality in your home and office 
healthy, monitor it from anywhere you want.
The air quality in your home and at your 
office impacts your health. Indoor air quality, 
especially CO2 and humidity levels, has a big 
impact on your health. Because the breath 
people exhale is one of the bigger causes 
of rising indoor CO2 levels, the health-risks 
are most urgent in confined home and office 
spaces. 

Wrong CO2 and humidity levels can be 
dangerous. Research shows that exposure to 
high levels of CO2, but also to wrong levels 
of humidity, are often the cause of health 
problems. At night, in your bedroom, you may 
experience a sore throat, mild headaches or a 
stuffed nose. During the day, in the office, you 
may experience fatigue, even more headaches 
and dry or irritated eyes.

The AurAir helps you keep your indoor 
environment healthy. Up-to-now, measuring 
indoor air quality correctly required complex 
and costly instruments. With the new indoor 

air quality meter of AurAir it is now possible to 
closely monitor both CO2 and humidity levels 
in every room or space that is important to you. 

The AurAir meter fits in every power socket and 
is easy to read and understand for all.
• Easy to install: Just plug the AurAir meter 

into any power socket and it works. You 
can still use the socket for other electrical 
devices.

• Easy to read: CO2 and humidity levels are 
easy to read from a distance and are shown 
in green (good), orange (mid) and red (bad).

• Easy on the eye: The straightforward design 
and small size make the AurAir meter fit into 
any interior, modern or traditional.

Monitor your indoor air-quality from anywhere 
you want. Because the AurAir meter is fully IoT 
driven, the CO2 and humidity measurements 
can not only be monitored directly on the 
device itself, but also on any other connected 
device like your smartphone.

AurAir 
www.aurair.eu 
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DEN Smart Home
www.densmarthome.com

Let’s unlock the potential
We are known for manufacturing cylinder locks and 
have been keeping memories safe for over 70 years now. 
Looking at the future of technology we wanted to use its 
possibilities and to create a new and safe way to invite 
people into our homes. That’s why we started DEN: the 
smartest lock of the future. We designed a solution that 
enables users to grant access to one’s home remotely. It 
gives delivery services the opportunity to leave expected 
packages behind the doorstep or home care professionals 
to offer their services in a convenient way.

Aging people are staying at home longer and therefore 
increasingly have to deal with external parties like 
home care professionals and medicine or food delivery 
companies. Having access to, and control over, their 
door can be an issue. Especially when they have walking 
difficulties.
2% to 3% of the packages in the US are either delivered 
at your doorstep whilst not at home or taken back to the 
distributor. This leads to frustration, complex logistics and 
extremely high costs.

DEN turns your house into a smart home with its locking 
system. Connecting DEN to your smartphone enables 
you to (un)lock your door remotely from every location: 
whether you want to enter your home or grant access to a 
third party. By connecting a camera with the speaker we 
create a safe environment. With DEN’s integrated services 
and third-party products we offer our customers a safe 
solution to remotely open their door for external parties 
like delivery services and home care professionals. Our 
solution is a non-visible strike plate (smart lock) that is 
integrated with our ecosystem.

Make every breath count!
AirBliss+ is offering the best smart anti-pollution mask for 
prolonged & daily usage. It is a hardware device designed 
to make it comfortable and rewarding for consumers 
to protect themselves against air pollution. Our mask 
includes: a state-of-art fan that does the “heavy lifting” 
for the wearer and gets ambient air through the air 
filter while creating a cooler feeling; a unique soft face 
seal that complies properly to wearer’s facial structure 
and prevents unfiltered air from getting through; a gas 
pollutant sensor monitoring NO2 concentration and 
alert the user when exposure is high. AirBliss+ solution 
delivers excellent user experience in comfort & safety, 
paired with smart capabilities to alert the wearers of high 
gas pollutant concentration and further enhance the 
protection.

Airbliss+
www.airblissplus.com
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3. The Future  
of Energy  
Transition and 
e-Mobility

The Netherlands is innovating 
with cutting edge alternative 
energy sources, new models of 
ownership, digitally connected 
ecosystems and rapid 
development of autonomous 
vehicles.
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Connect City with Transport
XYZ Dynamics leads sustainable mobility with the 
development of the AxLectric. The AxLectric is a retrofit 
add-on electric powertrain for LCVs. It will guarantee 
full-electric driving in zero-emission zones, because of 
its intelligent EMS - GEO Fencing system, the GeoLectric. 
This makes it possible for fleet owners such as 
construction workers to keep performing their work with 
their existing vehicle. The AxLectric connects city and 
transport and helps governments reach their stated goals.

XYZ Dynamics
www.xyzdynamics.nl

Game-changing electric light-weight vehicles for smart 
transportation of good and people
Urban Mobility Systems supplies full-electric light-weight 
autonomous (optional) vehicles for smart transportation 
of good and people in an urban environment particularly 
useful as a “last mile” solution in case of multi-modal 
transport.

Additionally UMS provides complementary products and 
services like (hydrogen) range-extenders energy storage/
buffers and wireless charging.

Urban Mobility Systems
www.urbanmobilitysystems.nl
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Enabling the Internet of Things to live forever
Nowi is a Dutch semiconductor company that specializes 
in low-power energy harvesting. We enable the Internet 
of Things, by producing an Energy harvesting Power 
Management chip that provides IoT devices energy for 
a lifetime. This is achieved by the capturing of ambient 
energy sources such as light, temperature gradients or 
radio frequency, with the highest efficiency. We have 
achieved this while at the same time owering the PCB 
assembly footprint by 30% and removing the need for any 
external components such as inductors.  

As a result, NOWI’s energy harvesting technology can 
both power and fit into virtually any small IoT device, 
or even in RF modems directly, thereby enabling these 
devices to become energy autonomous. Instead of 
needing to continuously bring energy to your device in the 
form of cables and battery changes, with the NOWI PMIC 
it becomes simply, Plug & Forget.

Nowi Energy
www.nowi-energy.com

Boosting battery energy with pure silicon anodes
LeydenJar Technologies produces pure silicon anodes 
to boost the energy density of Lithium-Ion battery cells. 
It enables an improvement of up to 50% of volumetric 
energy density, allowing OEM’s to either reduce the 
form factor of their devices, to allow for more powerful 
applications, or a prolonged battery life.

LeydenJar Technologies
www.leyden-jar.com
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Incooling
www.incooling.com

Incooling has created the world ś first high pressure 
two-phase cooling system dedicated to cooling data 
centres. Our mission is to bring next generation 
performance, today.
The data center industry is changing rapidly due to the 
progress of AI and cloud computing. More computing 
power also means an increase in the amount of energy 
to fuel it.  Mass computing produces enormous amounts 
of heat which slows your processor down and negatively 
influences its performance levels. The amount of heat 
generated has exceeded the limits of traditional cooling 
solutions which in turn is restricting the full potential of 
the servers. 

We use the power of phase change cooling to transport 
the heat in a much faster, and energy efficient way. 
Inspired by CERN cooling technology, we created a high 
pressure 2-phase cooling system dedicated to cooling 
data centres.  Unlike traditional cooling systems, we 
only target the problem areas (hot spots) without having 
to cool the whole infrastructure around it. By utilizing 
the unique properties of high pressure refrigerants, we 
can dissipate the excess heat of the computing units in 
a more direct, efficient way whilst creating an optimal 
thermal environment, ideal for processors with a high heat 
density. With our solution, we bring you tomorrow’s next 
generation performance, today.

We accelerate the energy transition, through sharing 
batteries!
The focus of Skoon is to build a market place for 
businesses to offer, discover, and book energy storage 
for mobile and/or temporary applications. Mobile energy 
storage, e.g. battery containers, can be used on ships, 
festivals, construction sites, electricity grids, etc. It 
can be applied to deliver peak power demand, or as 
a replacement of fossil-fuel based energy sources. 
Management of the network of mobile batteries enables 
Skoon to offer energy solutions to a wide variety of 
customers, at various price points.

Skoon Energy has developed a unique platform (Skoon 
Cloud) to facilitate optimal utilization of mobile batteries. 
On this platform, companies can offer and/or order 
their mobile energy storage. In addition the platform 
offers access to various data sets available around the 
application. Users can place orders and track Skoonboxes 
in real time. By automating all operational logistics, the 
platform allows for smooth allocation of smart mobile 
energy storage solutions. Skoon Cloud is designed from 
experience and open to all mobile clean energy assets. In 
the past two years, Skoon has prepared a scalable energy 
concept, ready for internationalisation. 

Skoon Energy
www.skoon.world
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4. The Future  
of City Living 
and Circular 
Economy

With intelligent data and 
connected systems we can 
increase the pace of innovation 
and the agility of cities. 
Adapting to environmental and 
economic change; the city of 
the future is just around the 
corner. 
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One cell will change everything
Meatable makes 100% real, delicious, guilt-free meat. 
With one cell, we are revolutionizing the meat industry’s 
impact on climate change and animal welfare. At the same 
time we increase food security, without compromising 
the culinary experience of eating tasty, real meat. This 
innovation is essential for our planet and for improving 
human lives.

Meatable
www.meatable.com

Circularise
www.circularise.com

An open transparency standard for a circular 
economy. Making supply chains more fair, 
transparent and profitable
Global supply chains are complex and non-
transparent leading to harmful effects on 
the environment, affecting the wellbeing 
of people and creating untold pollution. 
Circularise is offering an open-source protocol 
and decentralized platform (blockchain) to 
bring transparency to global supply chains 

and empower businesses to move towards 
a circular economy. We enable brands, 
suppliers, and manufacturers to choose 
traceable, sustainable and circular materials 
and present information about products 
and their supply chains in a transparent way 
without risking privacy.

With our patent pending technology, we aim for 
flexible transparency, meaning that companies 
can disclosure relevant information about their 
supply chains without having to share sensitive 
data and risk their competitive advantage.

For material suppliers & processors as well 
as moulders, engagement with Circularise 
means increased material value and trust in 
your production, by adding material passports 
to plastic resin, yarn, additives, colorants and 
any other materials produced.

For OEMs & brand owners, it helps on the 
road to achieving sustainability targets and 
a strengthened brand position, by revealing 
a product’s origin and transparency on its 
environmental impact.

Circularise is dedicated to promoting value 
chain transparency without public disclosure 
of datasets or supply chain partners. Our 
mission is to enable parties in the value chain 
to share data in a secure way to drive an 
uptake of recycling, reusing and repurposing 
practices on a massive scale.
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Same world, different angle.
Hiber’s mission is to bring everyone on our beautiful 
planet easy, affordable access to internet of things 
(IoT) connectivity, named Hiberband. No longer is it the 
privilege of the developed world but the whole world.
Nano satellites make this happen by covering 100% of the 
earth’s surface. Rural, remote and industrial connectivity 
is a reality. Allowing IoT access from the widest oceans, 
coldest poles, darkest jungles, highest mountains, and 
busiest cities. Even your mom’s backyard.

Imagine being able to monitor remote fishing fleets, 
knowing the perfect time to sow crops, when an outback 
water supply was low, or where 1,000 isolated railcars 
are. And that’s just today’s solutions. Hiberband means 
previously unthought of ideas can easily become real. The 
possibilities are limitless.

The only thing holding any of us back is the size of our IoT 
dream.

Hiber
www.hiber.global

Creating planet intelligence by combing very high 
resolution satellite imagery and machine learning
20tree.ai combines satellite imagery and machine 
learning to create planet intelligence. Insights about the 
quantity and quality of vegetation. For example, what 
kind of tree species are there growing and what is their 
biomass, but also insights into threats like deforestation, 
insect infestations, extreme drought, storm damage and 
air pollution. These insights are updated on a frequent 
basis, depending on customer needs. Our customers can 
access the insights via our online platform, where they 
can drag and drop different layers of intelligence on a map 
and perform custom calculations, or via an API.

We strongly believe that a smart city should also be a 
green city. With the increasing number of people living 
in cities and with increasing threats like air pollution, 
heat waves, floods, and storms granular and up-to-date 
information is needed to assess the current status and 
to help cities around the world to become more resilient. 
For example, what is the distribution of green spaces 
and what is the quality of each green space? What is the 
minimum distances someone has to travel to visit a green 
space? How is the air quality within a city and what is the 
land surface temperature?

20tree.ai
www.20tree.ai
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This medical fridge secures reliable cooling even during 
long electric power outages
Coolfinity believes that long power outages and weak 
power grids shouldn’t limit life and opportunities in 
tropical countries. Cooling is the basic need that is really 
hampered by ineffective power supply in more than 70 
countries in the world. Reliable, sustainable and premium 
cooling is the catalyst for people in upcoming markets to 
give their quality of life a boost. Coolfinity has developed 
a fridge that only needs 6 hours of power to cool 24 hours 
per day to keep dairy, food, drinks and even medication 
cold under harsh tropical conditions in upcoming markets. 
6 hours can come from the grid or from solar panels.

Coolfinity
www.coolfinity.com

The Smart lamppost of Lightwell provides an integral 
solution for Smart Cities: combining EV Charging, 
Lighting, Telecom and Camera safety.
Lightwell is specialist in developing innovative 
sustainable solutions for Smart Cities. We shape the 
public space worldwide with our outdoor innovations. 
When implementing Smart City strategies, city planners 
are faced with the delicate task of placing sensors, EV 
chargers, 5G antennas, etc. in the open space, whilst 
keeping it as clean and free as possible. The Smart 
Lampposts of Lightwell helps to integrate multiple Smart 
City solutions. 

Making optimal usage of Public or (semi) Private Space, 
our intelligent products function as a charging point 
for EV’s, as a WiFi hotspot, environmental sensors, 
5G location and more. We create open ecosystems for 
partners and work closely with (local) governments to 
create the best solutions for future generations. Approved 
be the Dutch electricity grid owners, it enables energy 
transition policies.

Lightwell
www.lightwell.eu
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Hydraloop Systems
www.hydraloop.com

The smart & affordable water recycling 
system so you can enjoy your shower/bath 
whilst saving water/energy!
At Hydraloop Systems we are committed to 
empower people to save water and energy by 
offering smart and affordable water recycling 
products. The world is facing a major water 
challenge and Hydraloop is our contribution 
and solution. Population growth, pollution and 
climate change all contribute to an increase in 
demand for clean water, yet clean water supply 
is already becoming scarce in many areas 
worldwide.

Our line of Hydraloop systems is award-
winning and certified domestic greywater 
recycling systems have been awarded the 
‘Efficient Solution’ quality label. It is Dutch 
Design & Made in Holland. With our smart and  
affordable line of filterless greywater recycling 
products we offer a solution to save water, 
energy, money and reduce carbon footprint 
without the loss of comfort of living or hygiene, 
yet contributing towards UNSDG6; ‘water and 
sanitation for all’.
Hydraloop has a stylish design, innovative 
patented technology, is easy to install, self-
cleaning and has very low maintenance, due to 
the fact that it uses no membranes or filters. 
It is fully automatic and its App assists in 
optimization using the recycled water. It is a 
‘fit & forget’ smart consumer product recycling 

85% of all domestic water. Bath, shower and 
washing machine water is treated so the water 
is clean, clear, safe and certified to meet the 
highest international standards. The recycled 
water is re-used for toilet flushing, washing 
machine, garden irrigation and pool top-up. 

There are several Hydraloop sizes; for family 
homes, apartments, small B&Bs and for larger 
operations such as sports-clubs, commercial 
buildings, residential buildings, student 
houses, eco-lodges, laundry facilities etc.
Decentralized water recycling is the most 
effective and economical way to reduce 
mains water consumption and gives our most 
precious resource – our ‘blue gold’ - another 
loop by using it twice.

Hydraloop will generate a huge impact 
worldwide as greywater accounts for 60% of 
all waste-water discharged into the sewer. The 
Hydraloop reduces mains water consumption 
by up to 45%, reduces sewage emissions up 
to 45%, reduces CO2 footprint, saves money 
on water bills and in some areas even saves 
on energy bills. It is our vision that in 20 years’ 
time no building will be built without its own 
decentralized greywater recycling system.
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5. The Future  
of Life Sciences

Breakthroughs happen when 
3,000 life science technology 
companies, research 
organizations, startups and 
corporates work side by side! 
Connect with the prominent 
Dutch life sciences startups 
that are seeking to improve 
quality of life.
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Opening up new dimensions of Interaction
MindAffect works on the cutting-edge of 
artificial intelligence and neuroscience and has 
developed a unique Brain Computer Interface 
(BCI) that allows people to control a computer 
with their brain signals by visually directing 
their attention at stimuli using unique blinking 
patterns. The BCI matches the brain signals 
with the stimulus, where the brain signals are 
measured using an EEG-headset with sensors 
on the back of the head.

Our proven technology is the first BCI that 
is reliable, fast (one match per second) and 
requires no training. This opens up new 
dimensions of interaction. BCI can be used 
to enable unique use cases and enhance user 
experience. Think of our technology as a new 
superpower for humans: the power to control 
a computer by just looking at it. The unique 
blinking patterns can be integrated in displays 
of standard consumer electronics such as 
laptops, smartphones, and TVs. They can also 
be added to physical LED buttons that can 
be placed in your environment. The blinking 
patterns can even be beamed on physical 
objects.

Locked-in patients, fully paralyzed and unable 
to speak, can communicate again by using a 
“blinking keyboard” on an iPad. Games in VR  
can be controlled by looking at objects. Robots 

are controlled by just looking at them. Please 
have a look at our Labs page on our website to 
check-out some of the experiments that we 
have been working on. 

MindAffect was spun-out of the renowned 
Donders Institute of the Radboud University 
Nijmegen (Netherlands) in September 2017. 
Our patented technology has been invented 
by Professor of Artificial Intelligence Peter 
Desain, co-founder of MindAffect. In 1998, we 
have secured a seed funding round of 1M euros. 
We are currently in the process of raising a 
financing round of 3M euros.

MindAffect 
www.mindaffect.nl

Reducept
www.reducept.com

Reducept is the much needed pain alternative 
to opioids, available now
An estimated one in five adults worldwide 
suffers from chronic pain. Pain that has led 
to overuse and addiction to pain medication, 
what is seen as a large contributor in what is 
now called ‘the opioid epidemic’.
We’re in need of solutions that enable people 
to manage pain themselves, enabling the body 
to create its own pain medicine.  

This is why we’ve developed Reducept, a 
virtual reality pain training, based on evidence 
based techniques to help people manage pain 
and developed with pain professionals. 

Reducept offers patients an interactive journey 
through the nervous system. Educating 
patients on chronic pain, and actively training 
them in strategies that enables the body to 
influence pain itself. Without side effects. 
Patients are training their brain to perceive 
the pain differently - so the effects carry on 
even after running Reducept. It is suitable 
for all adults with chronic pain because our 
nervous system, and how we can influence 
pain ourselves, basically works the same 
for everyone struggling with pain. Reducept 
can be used as an early care alternative 
or added to current treatment for patients 
seeking help with chronic pain. Patients can 
play Reducept in the comfort of their homes 
on their own smartphone, using the very 
affordable cardboard to create a virtual reality 
experience. Or, they can use a professional 
Oculus Go headset.
 
Current data shows that in over 2000 sessions, 
patients report decreases in pain in 77% of 
their playing sessions. Patients also report 
an increase in quality of life and decrease 
of pain medication. Many patients report a 
drastic decrease in opioid usage. This fall, the 
Radboud University Hospital will further study 
the effects of Reducept in a RCT. Our GDPR 
proof data dashboard is available for patients, 
professionals and researchers to actively track 
all playing statistics and pain scores. Reducept 
is currently used in university hospitals, 
hospitals, pain clinics, rehabilitation centres 
and physical therapists in The Netherlands. 
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World Premiere of their Autonomous Digital 
Loupe for 3D surgical imaging
i-Med Technology (referred to as i-Med) was 
incorporated mid-2018, they have developed 
the first ultra-lightweight digital surgical 
loupe, that will enable surgeons to view 
preoperative data in full HD 3D quality whilst 
performing surgery. 

The surgical loupe is designed to look and 
feels like a real loupe and is developed with 
the support from renowned surgeons and 
professors at the Maastricht University 
Medical Centre and The University of 
Maastricht. The standard version consists of a 
Head Mounted Display with 2x high resolution 
cameras that offers up to 5x digital zoom 
without compromising the image quality. 
Special designed imaging software provides 
optimal work distance adjustments and 
enables perfect eye-hand coordination. It has 
a built in power LED Head Light that can be 
easily replaced with numerous OTS headlights 
commonly used in surgery. It is tethered to 
a powerful belt-worn wearable computer 
that wirelessly connects to a foot pedal and 
multiple devices and monitors in the operating 
room. Giving surgeons complete freedom of 
movement whilst offering the computing power 

required to generate smooth and sharp images 
directly to the 2 built-in Full HD microdisplays. 
This loupe enables the surgeons to work in a 
much better ergonomic position, preventing 
neck hernias, as the cameras are pointed 
20 degrees downwards. During surgical 
procedures patients MRI, CT scans and X-rays 
can be visualised in the display on demand to 
support the surgeon during the procedure. 
It supports real-time video streaming and 
recording of surgical procedures, which is 
extremely useful for educational and archiving 
purposes. In addition, this technology for the 
first time makes it possible to show students 
or fellow surgeons in real-time exactly what 
the surgeon sees through his glasses, in 3D. 
This can be done in the operating room or 
remote. It also provides a new digital platform 
for Near Infrared Imaging, which will allow 
surgeons to see anatomical structures real-
time AR overlay such as nerves, lymphatic 
tissue and blood vessels, which are now 
not visible to the human eye. But it will also 
support procedures like AR prostheses 
positioning that require accuracy of less than 
3 degrees.

The digital surgical loupe is a medical tool 
and not just a visual aid, with the goal to make 
surgery less invasive, much faster and reduce 
complications. Impact to human society is that 
through improved surgical working methods, 
with higher success rates more satisfied 
patients created at lower costs.

i-Med Technology 
www.i-medtech.nl

Microsure
www.microsure.nl

Superhuman precision in microsurgery
Microsure is a robotic medical device company located in 
Eindhoven (the Netherlands) founded in 2016. Our mission 
is to improve treatment quality for patients by delivering 
robot assisted microsurgery. 

Our current product `MUSÀ , is the world’s first surgical 
robot for open microsurgery. MUSA is designed in 
close cooperation with microsurgeons and engineers, 
with compatible software specifically designed for 
microsurgical applications, enabling high precision, 
control and stability while ensuring safety at all times. 
It provides new levels of accuracy by enhanced scale of 
movement, tremor elimination and added dexterity for 
surgeons.

Meanwhile, our efforts are going on with the FDA approval, 
MUSA is already a CE certified medical device and 
commercially available in Europe. We offer an extensive 
service and training package. Our office includes an 
in-house training facility where we can showcase the 
outstanding features of MUSA to surgeons and to the 
other operating room staff.
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We make the world healthier

Omnigen
www.omnigen.nl

With EatMyRide you always know what, when and how 
much nutrition to take during every future endurance 
sports activity anywhere.
Endurance athletes need the right nutrition at the right 
time in order to perform well. This is hard to plan because 
every athlete and every activity is different (even when 
they look comparable). 

EatMyRide solves this problem by predicting nutrition 
needs based on historic performances prior to any 
activity. Users only need to fill in their preferred food and 
get a nutrition plan plus notifications during the activity. 

EatMyRide
www.eatmyride.com
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Safer nights for people with epilepsy
Epileptic seizures that happen during sleep can be 
dangerous and even lethal, especially when unnoticed by 
caregivers. Caregivers struggle how to provide safe nights 
for people with epilepsy while respecting privacy and their 
own night’s rest.

The NightWatch is a wearable medical device that detects 
possible dangerous epileptic seizures during sleep.  
When the NightWatch detects such seizures, a warning 
is transmitted to a caregiver via a wireless signal to the 
armband’s corresponding base station.

The NightWatch has been clinically validated over 
thousands of nights by the two large Dutch epilepsy 
clinics SEIN and Kempenhaeghe and found to be 
significantly more effective in detecting dangerous 
seizures than the alternative devices available.

It offers more safety and privacy for people with 
uncontrolled epileptic seizures and provides a more 
restful night for caregivers.

NightWatch
www.nightwatch.nl

We aim to heal chronic wounds with our 
patented cold plasma solution called 
PLASOMA.
Plasmacure aims to change the way we treat 
chronic wounds with the ground-breaking 
patented cold plasma solution PLASOMA. Cold 
plasma stimulates healing by killing bacteria 
and has medical benefits on wound healing 
processes. The treatment is safe and well 
tolerated. Imagine the improvement in quality 
of life if chronic wounds actual heal! 

Chronic wounds: an immense impact on quality 
of life and a huge financial burden: 
Worldwide chronic wounds affect 140 million 
people. About 2.5% of the population will 
develop a hard-to-heal wound during their 
lifetime. The number of chronic wounds is 
growing due to the aging of the population, 
and the increasing incidence of diabetes. 
Non-healing wounds cannot even be cured by 

specialized wound care centres and therefore 
persist for months or even years. Chronic 
wounds have immense effects on the patient’s 
quality of life because they cause pain, lead 
to amputations, increase mortality rates and 
result in loss of independence. Chronic wounds 
also pose a huge financial burden on the health 
care systems: The average costs per wound 
are €10,000 per year; the costs per non-
healing wound can amount to €40,000 thus 
costing the global economy billions of dollars/
euros annually.
 
Our ambition with atmospheric cold plasma 
technology: 
Plasma is created by ionizing a gas which 
contains highly reactive particles that kill 
bacteria. It is below 104 degrees Fahrenheit 
and therefore ‘cold’. Cold plasma kills bacteria, 
even antibiotic resistant ones. Additionally, 
it improves microcirculation and it stimulates 
proliferation of skin cells. Plasmacure has the 
ambition to become a global frontrunner in 
developing and commercialization of medical 
devices for treatment of a range of medical 
conditions, all based on atmospheric cold 
plasma technology. Curing chronic wounds 
is Plasmacure’s first goal. For this purpose, 
Plasmacure has developed a user-friendly 
medical device, called PLASOMA. This unique 
solution consists of a small and portable pulser 
and a disposable cold plasma source (‘pad’) 
that covers the wound during treatment. 
Treatment with PLASOMA is additional to 
standard care with wound dressings. 

Plasmacure
www.plasmacure.nl
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All-in-one sustainable sleep companion for babies, 
toddlers and big kids with screenless edutainment kits
Hyko is a sustainable brand for holistic child development. 
And development starts with sleep - something parents 
desperately need more of. 

New parents have their sleep reduced by 3 to 5 hours a 
night and that sleep deprivation can last up to 6 years. 
Not to mention the impact sleep issues can have on kids’ 
future emotional and behavioural development.

One of the biggest causes of sleep disruption in kids? 
Screens. With 2x more wake-ups occurring during the 
night if a child is exposed to blue light vs red light before 
bedtime.
Enter Hyko: the small but mighty bear that’s going to help 
families sleep better and revolutionize kids edutainment - 
taking screen-time out of the picture.

Did we mention we’re committed to making the world a 
better place? Hyko’s design is long-lasting, circular and 
made from earth-friendly materials. So parents will be 
able to sleep even better, knowing they’re supporting a 
sustainable solution.

That’s all we’re revealing for now. We can’t wait to share 
our latest product developments at CES 2020.

Hyko
www.hyko.co

iBand+: EEG headband that helps you Sleep and Dream!
Dreams and sleep are vital for optimal health and 
happiness. While sleep rejuvenates the body, dreams 
rejuvenate the mind. However an estimated 50-70 million 
adults in the USA and a third of adults in Europe suffer 
from some sort of sleep or wakefulness issues. 
Poor quality sleep is associated with an increased 
risk of developing chronic conditions such as obesity, 
diabetes, high blood pressure, heart disease, stroke, 
and psychiatric, particularly stress disorders. Also, the 
negative economic impact it has is overwhelming.
 
While there are many sleep trackers in the market, a 
product to actively induce sleep, improve sleep and 
induce lucid dreams in a natural way, does not exist. 

iBand+ is a smart EEG brain-sensing and health tracking 
headband for sleep enhancement and lucid dreams 
induction with various sensory techniques. With the help 
of our easy-to-use wearable device, our mission is to 
enhance people’s quality of life through better sleep and 
making this sleep engineering technology accessible and 
adoptable to everyone.

Arenar
www.ibandplus.com
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Envision translates the visual world into spoken words, 
helping you every day to lead a more independent life.
Envision AI empowers blind and low vision people to 
be independent by speaking out the visual world in 
front of them. It is a smartphone app that uses artificial 
intelligence to read all kinds of text from any surface, 
recognise faces, describe scenes, find objects, scan 
barcodes, detect colours and so much more. It is the best 
all-in-one tool in the pocket of a blind or low vision user for 
all of their visual recognition tasks.

Over the past year, Envision has organically grown to 
over 5000 paying subscribers around the world. Envision 
is also the winner of Google Play Award 2019 and was 
nominated for AppleVis Hall of Fame 2019.

Envision is now bringing its software to smartglasses. 
This provides visually impaired users with an even more 
unobtrusive and hands-free way to get things done. The 
smartglasses are carefully designed with a user-centred 
approach, which makes it easy to use and very affordable. 

Envision Technologies
www.letsenvision.com

Wearable innovation | Intelligent textiles
Elitac develops wearables, combining 
electronics and textiles, specialising in haptic 
wearables. The Elitac Wearable Lab, which 
will be launched in January 2020, offers 
research and development in technology 
that communicates with the user via touch or 
vibration. 

The wearables are for professionals and 
consumers in the health, safety and 
sports sector. By providing a safer working 
environment, improving the quality of life 
and pushing the boundaries of human 
performance, Elitac aspires to develop 
meaningful products.

We offer the following expertise:
• Our in-depth knowledge on the use of haptic 

feedback; 
• The possibility of stretchable Electronics in 

textiles; 
• Our modular in-house developed operating 

System ‘TacOS’; 
• Our internal multidisciplinary R&D team; 
• Our track record in active wearable 

development.
• The vision of Elitac is to deliver aesthetic 

and function-driven product development, 
translating results from scientific research 
into practical applications. 

During CES, Elitac will introduce the 
BalanceBelt: a belt that acts as a hearing 
aid for people with vestibular loss. The Elitac 
BalanceBelt helps people with vestibular loss 
to eliminate the need for a wheelchair and be 
able to walk (again). The BalanceBelt emits 
vibration signals to the user about the balance 
position when a patient threatens to get out of 
balance. The carrier of the belt automatically 
corrects the body posture. 

Elitac
www.elitac.nl
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Energized Life - Balanced Sleep - Improved Peak 
Performance
We solve your sleep disorder by resetting your biological 
clock using daylight. Science has proven that a very 
specific blue light influences your sleep/wake rhythm, 
exactly this light has been used in our patented Propeaq 
light glasses. 
 
Over 600 Olympic athletes are using the all-in-one 
Propeaq light glasses to travel 100% jetlag free and boost 
their performance at the right moment, winning 50+ 
medals at the Olympic Games in Rio de Janeiro 2016 and 
PyeongChang 2018. 
 
More than 1000 shift workers use the Propeaq light 
glasses to be more alert and awake during nightshifts and 
have less sleep troubles thereby improving their health 
considerably.
 
Numerous consumers suffering from winterblues or 
unhealthy sleep/wake rhythms are supported by the 
Propeaq light glasses by starting the day with refreshed 
energy.

Propeaq
www.propeaq.com
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Interested to learn more about 
the Dutch Startup Ecosystem?

Techleap.nl
Techleap.nl is a non-profit publicly funded organisation helping to quantify and 
accelerate the tech ecosystem of the Netherlands. Creating the optimal climate 
for tech companies to scale with programs and initiatives for improving access 
to capital, market and talent. Using programs and initiatives help break down the 
barriers to startup success. From international missions to diversity training, 
targeting all areas of the ecosystem.
www.techleap.nl
 

Netherlands Enterprise Agency
The Netherlands Enterprise Agency (Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland, RVO) 
is an executive body of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy 
(Ministerie van Economische Zaken en Klimaat, EZK). It helps business owners run 
sustainable, agricultural, innovative or international businesses. 
english.rvo.nl

 
Netherlands Point of Entry
The Netherlands Point of Entry (NPE) is the first stop for international entrepreneurs 
looking to set up or scale up in the Netherlands. We connect you to authorized 
facilitators and offer personalized guidance throughout the transition process. As an 
operational unit of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Policy, the NPE 
rolls out the orange carpet to ensure that you can hit the ground running upon arrival.
www.nl-entry.nl

Consulate General of the Netherlands in San Francisco
The strong economic ties between the Netherlands and the United States contribute 
to 825.000 jobs in the United States. The Consulate General in San Francisco 
connects the Netherlands and the Western United States.  
The consulate links American businesses and organizations to Dutch expertise and 
innovation, and help Dutch businesses and organizations with finding partners or 
a soft landing in the US. The dedicated Startup Liaison, the Silicon Valley Playbook 
and the Holland in the Valley network are only a few ways of helping Dutch talent and 
startups find their way to their American Dream.
The consulate works closely with a Business Support Office in Los Angeles and 
Honorary Consuls in Los Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix, Denver, Portland, Seattle, 
Anchorage and Honolulu. It also provides consular services to Dutch nationals in the 
US and non-nationals that want to visit the Netherlands.
www.nlintheusa.com      sfn-ea@minbuza.nl      @NLinSF

About NL
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Netherlands Enterprise Agency
The Hague, the Netherlands
www.hollandtradeandinvest.com
       @hollandtrade 
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